Labyrinth Learning Instructor Support Materials
Every Labyrinth textbook is supported by an extensive portfolio of resources
that reduce prep time, simplify assessment, and accelerate learning.
Background Knowledge Survey

Printable Solutions Guide

Gauge your students’ skill levels
This easy-to-use solution guide
before the course begins. This useful includes screen shots for quick
survey assesses student knowledge comparison with student work.
of all of the learning objectives for
the course.

Online Concepts Review Quiz
with Complete Answer Key

Course Preparation Document
Fast-track your familiarity with the
course with an overview of the
book, the support materials, the
types of exercises, lab setup
information, and more. Time tables
for individual chapters, entire units,
and the complete book are included.

Students can access and complete
Concept Review quizzes online that
provide automated, immediate
feedback. An answer key contains
answers to all questions in the
Concepts Review sections, including
references to the textbook page
containing the answer.

Customizable Sample Syllabus

Text Banks with Answer Keys

This customizable Microsoft Word
document enables you to create
your own custom syllabus without
starting from scratch.

Our test banks include chapter and
unit tests. True/false, multiple
choice, matching, and sequence
questions may be included,
depending on the title.

Lecture Notes and Tools
A chapter overview, discussion
points and activities, and a timing
table are provided for each chapter.
A separate PDF file of the table of
contents from your book is also
included.

Customizable PowerPoint
Presentations

Customizable Assessments
Additional exercises to use as
homework or assessment are
available for every chapter. They're
Word based, which means you can
customize them as you choose.
Many titles are also associated with
comprehensive unit- or book-level
projects.

Supplement your lecture and
discussion with visual aids. These
well-designed presentations help
reinforce key points. Students can
access and review the presentations
online.

To learn more, visit us at www.lablearning.com/educator

Downloadable Student Exercise
Files
Students may need files to complete
certain exercises. These startingpoint files, templates , forms, and
other materials can be accessed
online by students (and are included
in the instructor downloads as well).

Exercise Solutions
We provide discrete solution files for
exercises that instructors can use for
grading. Certain titles also include
rubrics for more complex exercises
or those that will result in varied
responses.

Multimedia Support
Certain titles include multimedia
components that help students
learn to use certain features. Our
unique WebSims offer hands-on
experience for exercises that cannot
be accessed or modified in the
computer lab. Also, when
appropriate, videos are provided
that reinforce what is being taught
in the chapter.

Labyrinth Learning Solutions: Instructor Support Materials

Supplements for Your
Labyrinth Materials
Our complete list of complimentary
supplements:
Course Preparation Tools
Background Knowledge Survey
Course Preparation Document
Customizable Sample Syllabus
Table of Contents
Lecture Notes
PowerPoint Overview Presentations
Student Exercise Files
Learning & Assessment Tools
WebSims & Videos
Customizable Assessments
Online Concepts Review Quizzes
Concepts Review Answer Key
Test Banks and Answer Keys
Printable Solutions Guide

“This ISM is a great resource. From
PowerPoint Slides, to lesson solutions;
it is packed with everything an instructor needs to conduct a class. All of
that, and it's complimentary! You just
can't beat that.”

Fresh thinking backed by more than 25 years of helping
educators teach and students learn
Since 1990 Labyrinth Learning has been working closely with educators like
you to develop easy-to-use solutions that empower educators to teach
complex subjects quickly and effectively—and enable students to gain
confidence, develop practical skills, and compete in a demanding job
market. Now we are building on that expertise with improved textbooks and
electronic solutions that go far beyond books to meet the needs of today’s
educators and students.

Unwavering commitment to high-quality products and
responsive customer service
Our goal is to make sure that you have the most user-friendly and error-free
texts and solutions that we can deliver. Our commitment to quality includes
using final software releases for screenshots to ensure accuracy and avoid
confusion for students and educators. And our convenient customer service
offers fast, responsive help online and by phone.

Approved Certification Courseware
Some of our titles are certified by ProCert as approved examready courseware for certification programs.

eLab Online Assessment and Learning
Engage students with multiple learning resources to meet the needs of
every learning style. eLab automates the process of evaluating student
work. Students demonstrate skills in a highly realistic, simulated
environment.
For more information visit our website at www.lablearning.com/eLab

- Instructor, Leeward Community College
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